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Dr. Sven Gard
Statens Bakteriologiska Laboratorium
Box 764
Stockholm, Sweden

Dear Sven:

Your cable concerning treatment of B virus infection reached me about
9:30 on the morning of )lay 26. I was deeply distressed because of the im-
plications it contained. Since it was not clear to mewhether one of your
associates was already 'exhibiting central nervous system manifestations or
whether he was just developing a little lesion at the site of the monkey
bi te or at a site possibly contaminated by monkeysecretions, I sent you
the following cable: "No treatment available established B virus disease.
For prophylaxis could send halt-liter my ownblood. Cable if you want it."
Perhaps a little explanation is in order. Many years ago when I tested a
considerable numberof humansera for their capacity to neutralize,B ~lS,
I found that my ownserum neutralized it to the same extent as that of con-
valescent monkeys. What I meant to say was that if the individual was already
exhibiting central nervous system signs, it would be quite useless to admin-
ister anything that we knowabout at this time. HoweverI if there was only
a skin lesion or early systemic manifestations, I thought, that it might be
worthwhile .giving the individual a transfusion either of the who'leblood, if
the blood groups were compatible, or of the plasma. Accordingly, as soon as
I had sent of.,f the cable to you, I madeinquiries from TWA to find out whe-
ther they could, under these peculiar ctr-cumatancea, undertake the special
job of delivering ,00 cc of blood to Stockholmnthin about 24 hours. This
they prom.ised to do, and we were standing by for a reply to the cable that
I had sent you. My plan was to bleed myself for ,00,cc and to put it into
a refrigerated container and let the airlines get it to Stockholm to· you.
However, since no reply came, I assume that the circumstances were such
that you felt that there would be no use in administering this blood or
plasma.

I am looking forward to hearing 1!aa you regardil)g the CirCUDlStanC.
and the outcome of this instance of suspected B virus infection.

With all good-wishes,

Sincerely yO~;

Albert B. Sabin, K. D.
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